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Introduction
The last few years have been involved by the technological revolution represented by the In-
ternet of Things (IoT) [1]. The IoT vision aims to interconnect devices with different capabili-
ties such as sensors, actuators, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tags, smart objects (e.g.
smartphones), and servers, within the same heterogeneous network. The aim is to enable the
network objects to dynamically cooperate and make their resources available, in order to reach
a goal, i.e. the execution of one or more applications assigned to the network.
As known since its invention, the Internet interconnects nodes with dissimilar characteris-
tics without central authorities by introducing some simple yet effective protocols that allow for
nodes’ interoperability so that information is successfully exchanged and services are provided
by servers to clients and among peers. Fortunately, the same happens among objects in the IoT
so that interoperability is assured and the data sensed by objects distributed and connected to
the physical world is now available for the benefit of the human users.
The realization of the IoT paradigm relies on the implementation of systems of cooper-
ative intelligent objects with key interoperability capabilities. However, to reach this goal, it’s
important to consider some key features that characterize many IoT objects: i) available nodes’
resources (electrical energy, memory, processing, node capability to perform a given task) are
often limited. This is the case, for example, of battery powered nodes, which have limited en-
ergy amounts. ii) sensors may provide information that is not unique but can be generated by
set of different objects which for example are capable to sense the same physical measure of
the same geographical. iii) the number of nodes in the IoT is quickly overcoming the number
of hosts in the t´raditional’ Internet and most of these have a low reliability due mostly to the
mobility and energy. This entails for a new paradigm of communication according to which
objects coordinate with the other objects in groups and provide a unified service to the exter-
nal world (the application that requires the service), with the intent to distribute the load of
the requested services according to specific community defined rules, which could be: lifetime
extension, QoS (Quality of Service) maximization, reward maximization, or others.
It is evident that an appropriate coordination of objects’ resources utilization would consis-
tently improve their performance. If in the WSN field the problem of task allocation are highly
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studied, as far as IoT networks are concerned, resource allocation is an open issue.
Network heterogeneity, which regards both node capabilities and characteristic parameters,
makes the resource allocation a challenging task. Given the size of a distributed heterogeneous
system such as the IoT network, the optimal creation of communities and the resource alloca-
tion within are not trivial issues. Furthermore, typical IoT networks are characterised by the
dynamic behaviour of their nodes. In fact, emerging applications in smart environments such
as smart cities and smart homes, where IoT is preponderant, are often based on opportunistic
networks. In opportunistic networks, connections among nodes are created dynamically in an
infrastructure-less way: when forwarding a message, next hops are chosen opportunistically,
on the basis of their likelihood to get the message closer to its destination [2]. In such a dy-
namic context, with frequent and quick changes of scenario, it is not reasonable the community
management to be centralized but a distributed approach has to be followed.
In the IoT, key nodes are represented by sensors, actuators, RFID tags, smart objects, and
servers connected to the Internet [1]. Nodes have the most diverse characteristics and capabili-
ties: different residual energy, power consumption, processing capacity, available memory, and
capability of performing a limited amount of tasks. In the reference scenario, all these types of
devices need to interoperate and reconfigure in an autonomous way, in order to perform some
given applications. Most of the IoT powerful applications require the collaboration of different
nodes, where each one performs a particular task and the mash-up of all the single tasks brings
to the most disparate applications, e.g.: smart home monitoring, dangerous situation detection,
tracking of goods, urban mobility assistant. Furthermore, it is envisaged that more complex ap-
plications will be developed in the forthcoming future, e.g. cars that talk to each other and are
able to gather critical information such as accident locations to ambulances, or traffic congestion
to other drivers [3].
Such a scenario not only entails heterogeneity among devices, but also heterogeneity
among roles that the same device can assume. For example, a temperature sensing node could
be used both to periodically send sensed data to a server for monitoring purposes, and to trigger
the air conditioning system when the temperature exceeds a threshold.
Furthermore, IoT is strictly related to ubiquitous networking, which is characterised by a
huge number of nodes deployed over an extensive area. The network is not only made of static
or semi-static devices as it is in traditional networks, but topology changes quickly, so that it
is impossible for nodes to be able to know the whole network topology. As a consequence,
challenges arise with respect to autonomous reconfiguration and interoperation of nodes [4].
For instance, it may happen that there are no nodes available to perform a given task at the
desired geographical location and at a given time. Or else, it may happen that the same node is
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required to perform two conflicting tasks. Consider, for example, a smart city where, whenever
an ambulance needs to pass the intersection, the corresponding traffic light turns green while
the others turn red. If two ambulances are approaching the intersection from two different ways,
the same traffic light is required to turn red and green at the same time.
All these features portrait a very complex and dynamic network, where all nodes need to
interoperate in order to reason and allocate available resources in a distributed way with the aim
of executing the applications assigned to the network. Most of these decisions should be taken
autonomously to avoid centralized solutions, which usually limit the flexibility of the system
and require intense control data exchanges.
This foreword is necessary to introduce this thesis, which is defined as follows.
Task allocation in the IoT: given the IoT paradigm and the requirements of IoT applica-
tions, the nodes involved in the execution of the same application should cooperate to reach the
optimal allocation of tasks among them. They should execute tasks to reach the global applica-
tion target and to satisfy the relevant requirements while optimizing the network performance
in terms of resources used. This issue should be continuously addressed to dynamically adapt
the system to changes in terms of application requirements and network topology.
The rest of the thesis is structured as follows.
• Chapter 1 deals with the state of the art of the IoT and gives an overview
of some scenario and issues with particular emphasis on the task allocation
problem.
• In chapter 2 functionalities of the middleware layer for IoT task allocation
are discussed. The importance of virtualization is highlighted and the role of
the VOs is discussed.The resulting middleware architecture is presented at the
end of chapter.
• Chapter 3 presents a distributed optimization strategy based on the consen-
sus algorithm. The challenges faced in this chapter is the deployment of dis-
tributed applications in the IoT in terms of cooperation among objects, with
the aim of distributing the burden of the execution of the application commit-
ted to the network, so that resources are adequately exploited.
• In chapter 4 a new task allocation strategy is introduced. The proposed so-
lution has the goal to deploy distributed applications in the IoT in terms of
cooperation among objects, with the aim to solve the problem of resource
allocation and management preserving a required QoS.
• Chapter 5 presents details about the experimentation and the performance
analysis of algorithm presented in previous chapters, analysing various cases
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within simulated and real scenarios.
• Chapter 6 concludes the paper resuming the work presented in this thesis, its
contribution in the field of the task allocation in the IoT and introducing some
ideas for future works.
Chapter 1
State of the art
The IoT paradigm has been evolving during the last decade towards the creation of a cyber-
physical world where everything can be found, activated, probed, interconnected, and updated,
so that any possible interaction, both virtual and/or physical, can take place. Its success resides
in the massive spread of smarts objects (i.e. smartphones, tablets or smartwatches) which are
able to connect to the internet. Nowadays, this high attention on the IoT topic stimulates industry
and research to invest a lot of resources in this emerging field, consequently IoT is became a hot
research topic, as demonstrated by the increasing attention and the large worldwide investments
devoted to it.
In the followings the state of the art related to the problem of task allocation in IoT is
summarized.
1.1 Resource allocation problem
One of the main challenges for distributed networks is to solve the problem of resource wasting.
Huge progresses have been made to improve optimization inside a single node. Furthermore,
a great deal of effort has been made by researchers to find effective strategies to increase the
performance into the network also using cooperation among nodes. These strategies encompass
task allocation (i.e. using consensus algorithms), smart deployment or data aggregation. In the
following, the state of the art regarding these mechanisms will be presented.
1.1.1 Task allocation
Task assignment is performed taking into account various aspects related to energy consumption
such as network topology, battery power, and node processing capabilities. However, existing
methods have limited scope in studying using of resources extension with regards to application
data processing. For instance, in [5], energy problem is studied with the main goal to increase
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network lifetime. Researchers consider only communication tasks, but not the tasks generated
by applications and assigned to the network for execution. Furthermore, it only focuses on
homogeneous networks, which are not common in real scenarios. The same energy problem
is studied in [6] considering execution of application tasks, and providing an adaptive task
allocation algorithm that aims at reducing the overall energy consumption by balancing node
energy levels overall the network. However, this mechanism introduces considerably increases
packet overhead.
One method to perform task assignment is the use of a central controller that divides large
application programs into smaller and easily executable tasks and then distributes these tasks
to nodes. Task allocation solutions that consider a central controller are called centralized so-
lutions. A centralized solution for the maximization of the network lifetime will be described
in [7]. In this work, the application assigned to the network can be decomposed into a sequence
of distributed tasks. This application could represent diverse operation, such as: computing the
average of the temperature in a given geographical area, measuring the light intensity in a room,
video surveillance of a specific geographical area, or a combination of these. The same applica-
tion can be performed in several different ways: gathered data can be immediately sent to a sink
or it can be processed before being transmitted. In the case of the latter, the number of bits to be
sent would be smaller, and therefore the transmission energy consumption would be lower as
well; however, processing energy consumption could be higher in this second case. Quantifying
the energy consumption in both cases, it could be possible to establish which one determines
a reduction of battery consumption in the sensors. The researchers use this idea to design an
algorithm able to increase the network lifetime. Some other centralized lifetime maximization
algorithms are studied in [8][9][10]. The problem with centralized algorithms is that they suf-
fer from computational complexity, as well as large control packet overhead due to frequent
updates collected from nodes in order to adapt to network dynamism.
To address the problem of dynamism of distributed network, in [11]is designed a frame-
work that determines the distribution of tasks among the nodes in a WSN by means of a dis-
tributed optimization algorithm, based on a gossip communication scheme, aimed at maximiz-
ing the network lifetime. The proposed algorithm is based on an iterative and asynchronous
local optimization of the task allocations among neighbouring nodes. The resulting scheme is
based on gossip, which consists in a communication paradigm in which, at each instant of time,
each node in the network has some positive probability to interact with one of its neighbours. A
similar approach is studied in [12], where the distributed algorithm is based on particle swarm
optimization. However, the major drawback of these studies is that they do not take into account
the deadline of the applications assigned to the network.
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As far as the resource allocation in IoT, the problem is an open issue. Network hetero-
geneity, which regards both node capabilities and characteristic parameters, makes the resource
allocation a challenging task. Semantic descriptions are needed, so that a common middleware
can be designed in order to ensure interoperability among different devices. Comprehensive
ontologies that provide a semantic model for IoT are defined in [13] and [14].
Most of the existing studies on resource allocation for IoT are focused on IoT service
provisioning, such as in [15] and [16]. None of the works found in the literature tries to find the
optimal resource allocation associated to the lowest impact of the application assigned to the
network.
Consensus protocol
A consensus protocol can be used to take a distributed decision among nodes in the networks.
A consensus algorithm is a collection of laws that regulates the interaction and the exchange of
information between each node and its neighbours (nodes that are only one hop far from each
other). All nodes in the network use the same algorithm in order to take decisions according to
information available locally and received from other nodes. Olfati-Saber et al. [17] recall very
well the history of consensus protocol from 1960 to recent years. The authors also describe
as many seemingly different problems, which involve interconnection of dynamic systems in
various areas of science and engineering, happen to be closely related to consensus problems.
The applications where the consensus protocol has been used are various:
• Synchronization of Coupled Oscillators is important for several applications
of engineering such as mobile target tracking, event detection, efficient schedul-
ing, etc. [18][19][20].
• Flocking Theory is extensively studied by engineers because the coordina-
tion problem affects many applications such as massive distributed sensing
using mobile sensor networks in an environment, self-assembly of connected
mobile networks, automated delivery of payloads [21].
• Rendezvous in Space is equivalent to reaching a consensus in position by a
number of agents. This problem is studied in the robotic field because us-
ing coordinated devices enables to perform a variety of challenging tasks,
including search and recovery operations, surveillance, exploration and envi-
ronmental monitoring [22].
• Distributed Sensor Fusion in Sensor Networks is the combination of sensory
data from disparate sources such that resulting information is somewhat better
than it would be when these sources are used individually. Consensus is used
to coordinate nodes in the network [23].
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1.1.2 Smart deployment
An appropriate node deployment is probably the most critical issue to be addressed to reduce
wasting of resources in a network. In [24], the spaces between node and sink are adjusted in
such a way that nodes with higher traffic have a shorter hop distance than nodes with lower
traffic. An algorithm that has the goal to improve coverage and lifetime is presented in [25].
The authors model the coverage and lifetime of a node as a Gaussian random variable, whose
parameters depend on some network settings. The nodes are then deployed according to the
selected policies, in the network could be applied an algorithm of deploying oriented to improve
lifetime or coverage. Instead in [26] is presented an algorithm to maximize the area of coverage,
minimize the network energy consumption, maximize the network lifetime and minimize the
number of deployed nodes. The problem is modelled as a multi-objective optimization problem
where the aim is to find the optimal trade-off among the various indicators.
1.1.3 Data aggregation
The network resources optimization not only is centered on reduction of packet transmission
power, but also involves convenient data processing that reduces the amount of data delivered to
data sinks. This is the principle behind node clustering protocols, such as LEACH [27], EC [28]
and the clustering algorithms in [29], in which cluster head nodes aggregate data and reduce
transmitted data volume, which in turn reduces the overall transmission energy consumption of
the network.
1.2 IoT paradigm and key issues
The basic idea of IoT concept is the pervasive presence of connected objects and the main
idea is that any thing, conveniently tagged, may be able to communicate with other objects
equally tagged through internet or any other protocols, to collaborate and to reach a common
goal. Before the definition of IoT paradigm, the research has been primarily focused on devices
belonging to delimited networks, providing optimized solutions for the resource-constrained
devices of which they are characterized this type of networks. However, the concept has grown
into multiple dimensions, encompassing sensor networks able to provide real-world intelligence
and goal-oriented collaboration of distributed smart objects via local networks or global inter-
connections such as the Internet [30]. As well as defined in [31] the current situation is the
presence of many ”Intranets” of Things which are evolving into a much more integrated and
heterogeneous system for build a Internet of Things ecosystem. A number of different research
streams, that connotes the various intranet domain, converge in a melting-pot that characterizes
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the IoT theme.
The skein, that characterizes the IoT vision, has been unravelled by Atzori et al. in [1]. The
paper identifies that the IoT can be realized in three different paradigms: i) internet oriented,
based on middleware definition; ii) things oriented, focused on sensors and actuators; iii) se-
mantic oriented, centred on the context by meta-data and using ontologies and semantic. This
type of delineation highlights the interdisciplinary nature of the topic, but the real usefulness of
IoT can be unleashed only if the three paradigms are intersected.
Given this foreword the complexity of the IoT paradigm appears clear, so the list of chal-
lenges to be addressed is potentially very long and varied. In the subsections below are presented
the main challenges that the researchers are taking on during their studies.
1.2.1 Heterogeneity
The realization of the IoT paradigm relies on the implementation of systems of cooperative
intelligent objects with key interoperability capabilities. Once known the concepts of IoT, it’s
clear that one of the main enabling factor of IoT is the integration of several technologies and
communications solutions. IoT can be considered as a global network infrastructure that could
add a new evolution step to the world of ICT just as Internet once did.
Many efforts are spent to develop protocols for ubiquitous [32] and pervasive [33] networks
such as ZigBee, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, NFC. The studies have allowed to reach a significant maturity
and market size for this solution, but each one has its own specific characteristics and application
domains. However, all these vertical solutions give a fragmentation that may again hamper
objects interoperability and can slow down the development of a unified reference model for the
IoT. Fig. 1.1 shows the concept for which vertical solutions fragment the operational domain,
whereas IoT horizontal model gives interoperability in a unique domain.
The key issue is that for connecting and integrating all the objects into the IoT, there are and
will be many different technologies and protocol which introduce fragmentation in a scenario
that should be rich of interoperability. IoT interoperability involves not only the ability of things
to exchange information but also includes the capability for interaction and joint execution
of common tasks [34]. To solve this issue is need a layer able to encapsulate functionality
and available resources of each node. These should be exposed on the network like services
accessible by a common interface. The requirement is a layer able to abstract the main features
of each things from the underlying hardware and protocols [35].
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Figure 1.1: Vertical solutions fragment the domains, IoT horizontal model integrates in a unique
domain.
1.2.2 Scalability
The number of object connect on IoT system has several orders of magnitude than the partici-
pants on conventional Internet of computers [36]. IoT paradigm implies that every tagged object
could be part of a connected system. The quick widespread of smart objects, that are equipped
of connection capabilities (i.e. smartphones, tablets, sensors, actuators) is increasing, it was pre-
sumed that each object will be part of a very-large-scale (VLS) pervasively connected system
across the globe. [37]. It is well known that in the presence of many nodes, the effort required to
coordinate the network dramatically increases and if the coordination has some bug, the perfor-
mance of system will suffer or absolutely not work. The main roads to approach this challenge
are two: i) reducing the number of messages and the amount of data transmitted throughout
all the layers of the system [38] ii) choosing a small cluster of nodes able to execute a task
[39]. Both paths have the different goal, but the same requirements to reach its: the presence of
framework that enable a smart management in a VLS that characterize the IoT.
1.2.3 Identification
Identifying a device is one of the primary pillars of each type of network, so also in IoT the
identification of an object is a main issue. In order to be able to address the billions of objects
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in the IoT, the system first need to be able to identify them with a unique ID. Currently, in the
internet world the IPv4 protocol identifies each node through a 4-byte address [40]. However,
it is well known that the number of available IPv4 addresses is decreasing rapidly and will
soon be insufficient [41]. A much better choice is using IPv6 protocol which, with its 128-bit
addresses, permit to address a large number of devices [42]. Moreover, IPv6 allows network
auto-configuration, stateless operation and IPv6 addressing has been proposed for low-power
wireless communication nodes within the 6LoWPAN context [43].
Recently, other solutions have been developed to run in special environments, typically
of an IoT, that have requirements like bandwidth-efficient, energy-efficient and capabilities of
working with limited hardware resources. As a result, protocols such as Message Queue Teleme-
try Transport (MQTT) [44] and Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) [45] are proposed.
These protocols usage is optimized when using an all-IP infrastructure, but in IoT scenario this
requirement is not available a priori, because nodes involved in the IoT are several heteroge-
neous and they could use various protocols.
A workaround could be using a high level middleware that allows to maintain some ”is-
lands” that may use arbitrary multi-hop, ad-hoc routing algorithms to deliver object’s data to
one or more sink nodes. An example is the Global Sensor Networks (GSN) that provides a mid-
dleware layer that abstracts details of access to the sensor data [46]. Solutions like this provide
an easy identification of service and available resources of each node. The evolution of network
identification techniques is summarized in Fig. 1.2.
1.2.4 Search and discovery
In IoT scenario, like in all distributed networks, a group of nodes want to cooperate to perform
a task. Before they can do so, these nodes need to learn of the existence of each other thing
which can cooperate [47]. So, the search and discovery services are fundamental blocks of any
distributed computing system [48]. It’s trivial that to build a smart application in IoT world the
presence of a component which allows to dynamically discover distributed smart objects and,
specifically, the services and operations they provide.
Usually, in IoT context even the exact location and form of stored data are initially un-
known to the requester, so an intermediate block is needed to find these data or object. In
contrast to the user-oriented discovery typical of World Wide Web, where the user looks for a
data and consults the result of search, in the IoT scenario the discovery block enables devices
to automatically register themselves and advertise their services on the network. This discovery
mechanism is essential in scenarios where devices can join the network and discover dynam-
ically the services offered by other devices [49]. The main course to approach this challenge
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Figure 1.2: Evolution of network identification techniques.
is to introduce a middleware layer that is able to enrich the information about the object with
meta-data [50]. This layer can integrate various tool (i.e. semantic engine) that enable the dis-
covery service and make easy the search of data in IoT. An interesting overview, comparison
and analysis of some discovery services in IoT is performed in [51].
1.2.5 Mobility
In the IoT space not all things are always stationary, for example a person owns various devices
and during its daily activity it can carry around them. The same user may make data queries or
request to activate other things, which will be probably also them in movement. It’s clear that
the mobility is not a negligible situation in the IoT context, because it’s fundamental manage it
to enable the access to the things independently from where they are placed. As well surveyed in
[52], to maintain connectivity of devices, there are two main component on the mobility issue:
i) intra-domain refers to moving between different cells of the same system and ii) inter-domain
refers to moving between different backbones, protocols, technologies, or service providers.
If the intra-domain mobility is supported by several protocol [53], the inter-domain mobility,
specially among heterogeneous systems, is a open issue. To provide seamless connectivity in a
system rich of heterogeneity like IoT, methods of reducing handover delay are essential. The
characteristics of devices involved in IoT (i.e., tiny, battery powered, and wireless) assume that
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the mobility protocol should be supported in a lightweight fashion [54].
The object mobility causes an other problem, as a result of an object movement from one
place to another, there is a change of context that should be stored to maintain consistency on the
data offered by node. This task may result very difficult, particularly when the object becomes
unavailable for long periods of time due to lack of connectivity. So the mobility is not only a
problem of connectivity, but it’s also a issue regarding the data consistency.
1.2.6 Plug and play
When a new device partakes in the network, it spends some effort to register itself, advertise its
available services and resources. The described process should be ”plug and play”, so without
requiring human intervention to configure some parameters the thing can immediately inter-
act with other objects. Even the most trivial manual configuration task can become impossible
when there are thousands of devices needing attention like in the IoT scenario. So the auto-
configuration is a pillar to build the IoT. As described in [55] the ”plug and play” feasibility (to
not become ”plug and pray”) depends on more design factors like: information availability in a
standard, or at least recognizable and unique format; standard APIs and protocol availability; a
selection of good default values whenever possible. Aligned with this vision it has been devel-
oped the Universal Plug and Play technology [56] that supports zero-configuration networking
and automatic discovery of devices.
In IoT system the challenge is to enable mechanism to make the objects plug-and-playable,
despite the high level of heterogeneity and the difficult to acquire, analyse and interpret infor-
mation about the context.
1.2.7 Security and privacy
Security and privacy are critical issue for the IoT. Measures ensuring the architecture’s resilience
to attacks, data authentication, access control and client privacy are requested by all involved
stakeholders [57]. The paper [58] propose a good classification of security and privacy require-
ments: i) resilience to attacks, ii) data authentication, iii) access control and iv) client privacy.
All of these requirements should be included in the risk management of all IoT system, to avoid
that the vulnerabilities of a single node can be exploited and malicious users can access the IoT
to launch service attacks or to damage the privacy of some users. Although each node might
be perfectly safe by itself, when it interacts in an heterogeneous system with other nodes, the
security is not taken for granted because also aspect of interaction should be considered. The
design of specific security IoT mechanisms is still in its infancy, but the real challenge is to
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approach this issue with a holistic view, because an ”impermeable view” is not relevant in the
IoT context.
1.2.8 QoS management
Generally, the QoS requirement, in traditional wired networks, is supported via the over-provisioning
of resources and/or traffic engineering. For instance, RFC 2386 [59] defines QoS as a set of ser-
vice requirements in end-to-end communication obtained by packet transmission. In this sce-
nario, QoS requirements are measurable by some attributes as: delay, jitter, available bandwidth
and packet loss. Unfortunately, the QoS mechanisms used to support QoS in wired data net-
works cannot be directly applied to a very heterogeneous network with a dynamic topology
[60]. It is well known that in WSN traffic characteristics and the measurable attributes strongly
depend on the application scenario [61]. As much as the focus is oriented only on the traffic
generated inside a WSN there aren’t problem, but in IoT paradigm exist a bundle of technol-
ogy and a sensor node becomes part of the overall Internet. In fact, in the IoT scenario exist
several heterogeneous nodes which are deployed for the more various scope, so it’s predictably
that each node generates traffic with different characteristics. The datagram which traverse the
IoT is highly diversified and this is a open issue in the QoS management field, as surveyed in
[62] to enable end-to-end QoS in highly heterogeneous networking environment, the resources
allocation mechanisms require high operational costs. A large research effort is still needed to
find innovative solution in this field.
1.2.9 Constrained resources
The IoT is characterized by a lot of tiny devices connected. To maintain the device small, it
needs to possess only computational capabilities for the task it has to perform and networking
abilities allowing connectivity on the Internet. So, this embedded computing devices deployed
within the IoT are expected to be resource constrained [63]. Available resources on node such
as electrical energy, memory, processing, and node capability to perform a given task, are often
limited. This is the case, for example, of wireless sensor nodes, which are often battery pow-
ered, and therefore have limited energy amounts. Another example is represented by the scarce
processing capabilities of RFID tags. In this scenario is clear that resources management is need
to avoid wastes which are not justifiable and they are dangerous for the network operation. A
cooperation among node and use of optimization algorithms for the task allocation, as well as
proposed in [34], [64] and [65], are an hot trend to solve the problem of resources scarcity. An
other trend on the rise is to demand some functionality of nodes on remote system with higher
capabilities and resources (i.e. cloud [66], [67] or fog [68], [69]).
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1.3 Opportunistic network
IoT nodes can use two distinct approaches for enabling wireless mobile interface to communi-
cate with each other: Infrastructure based or Infrastructure less.
In the first case the wireless mobile networks have traditionally been based on the cellular
concept, centralized management and a good infrastructure support, in which mobile devices
communicate with access points like base stations connected to the fixed network infrastructure.
Typical examples of this kind of wireless networks are GSM, UMTS, 3G, LTE, etc.
The second case is the approach named infrastructure less and in this context the nodes
use the short-range radio protocol (Bluetooth, WiFi, Zigbee, etc.) and they have totally de-
centralized management. A mobile wireless network with this characteristic is also commonly
known as a Mobile Ad hoc NETwork (MANET). The MANET is a collection of wireless nodes
that can dynamically form a network to exchange information without using any pre-existing
fixed network infrastructure. This is a very important part of communication technology that
supports truly pervasive computing, because in many contexts information exchange between
mobile units cannot rely on any fixed network infrastructure, but on rapid configuration of a
wireless connections on-the-fly [70]. A natural evolution of the MANETs is the opportunistic
network. Opportunistic networking represents one of the emerging communication paradigms
for pervasive and ubiquitous environment, typical of IoT scenario, by supporting wireless com-
munications in intermittently connected network [71]. The use of short-range technology makes
the opportunistic network human-centric because they inherently follow the way that people op-
portunistically get into contact.
As far as the research project, the dynamic task allocation issue in opportunist networks
has not been addressed yet. The closest scenario is that of the works that consider the allocation
of tasks in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). This is the case of [72] and [73], where compu-
tational tasks are assigned by cluster heads to cluster nodes, in such a way that the energy load
is balanced among network nodes. However, the nodes are assumed to be almost statically part
of the network.
The traditional view of IoT attempts to connect all the physical objects to build a global,
infrastructure based IoT. Guo et al in [74] propose a novel approach with opportunistic con-
nection in IoT. In this context the information are addressed, disseminated and shared within
and among opportunistic communities of devices that are formed based on the movement and
opportunistic contact nature of human. Each person has various personal devices such as mobile
phones, wearable devices, smart object, that can form opportunistic IoT when they are equipped
with the short-range communication and sensing modules. For instance, a person has various
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smart objects with short-range radio interface, can connect with other objects that opportunis-
tically meet on the train during a travel to build an ad-hoc mobile network. Information can be
shared among the members of this opportunistic community. When a new person which has
smart objects, gets on the train the community increases with other new nodes, instead if the
people gets off the train, some nodes leave the community.
The strategy used in the opportunistic IoT allows to extend the capabilities of the network.
This approach gives the opportunity to participate also at nodes that have limited communica-
tion capabilities. In the same time these changing of nodes make the network very time variable.
In this described scenario the network is more variable and it involves very heterogeneous nodes
such is typical in IoT framework.
1.4 Opportunistic sensing
In the IoT scenario there are a lot of devices that provide tremendous potential for information
collection and processing in a variety of application domains. The first generation of ubiquitous
network scenarios included stationary devices sensing ephemeral features of the environment
around them.
In the last time researcher are exploring a new kind of sensing employing the smart devices
that people use and carry with them. Opportunistic sensing has been introduced as a term to
describe a new paradigm: small computational devices, carried by individuals in their daily
activities, sensing information directly or indirectly related to human activity, as well as aspects
of the environment around them. These smart objects share the information that they acquire
and they collaborate to reach the common goal expected by the application. In an urban setting,
one could leverage millions of personal smart objects, and a near-pervasive wireless-network
infrastructure, to collect sensor data on a grand scale without the need to deploy thousands
of static sensors. Thus, the opportunistic sensing model is a good solution for not using a lot
of static sensor with infrastructure to support the communication. Nodes adopt opportunistic
practices for sensing and networking, allowing their sensors to be remotely tasked on someone
else’s behalf, collecting and reporting sensor data on a best-effort basis when the conditions
permit. [75].
An example of the concept with a real application in this field can be illustrate. Opportunis-
tic sensing task will be deployed on the mobile devices to form interactive, cooperative sensor
networks that enable public and professional users to gather, analyse and share local knowl-
edge. In opportunistic sensing devices automatically determine when to use their sensor to meet
the application’s sensing requests. Instead of requiring human intervention to actively and con-
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sciously participate in the sensing, opportunistic sensing requests that a sensing device be used
automatically whenever its state (location, user activity, and so on) matches an application’s
requirements. [76] This type of application requires more resources for decision making, such
as a determination frequency sensing or number of sample that the device have to storage in its
buffer. As such, an opportunistic system must adapt to the number of devices that participate at
the task.
In this described context it is clear that it’s fundamental a totally distributed algorithm that
manages the nodes community. So the devices involved in the opportunistic sensing application
work harmoniously and don’t waste important resources.
About the research projects that consider the presence of nodes performing opportunistic
sensing, some experience has been studied. This is the case for instance of: BikeNet [77], which
considers a number of sensors embedded into a cyclist’s bicycle to gather quantitative data about
the cyclist’s rides and environment; Bubble Sensing [78], which is a sensor network abstraction
that allows mobile phone users to create a binding between sensing tasks and the physical world
at locations of interest, which remains active for a duration set by the user; DEAMON [79],
which proposes an approach that considers a node which needs to perform a sensing task if a
sensing condition is true.
1.5 IoT architectures
The IoT domain is characterized by a significant fragmentation and by the presence of hetero-
geneous systems based on dissimilar architectures. This makes a synergistic integration process
difficult to be carried out. The need for a clear reference architectural model that will allow the
different systems to cooperate is, thus, strongly felt. Several papers presented their own solution
to provide conceptualizations for the IoT domain proposing at the first semantic middleware so-
lutions and more recently virtualization layers that use the notion of virtual objects.
In the subsections below are presented the main projects which proposing solutions for the
IoT architecture.
1.5.1 Semantic middleware
Since device interoperability is a crucial challenge for the IoT community, many different mid-
dlewares have been proposed in recent years. One of the most well-known is LINKSMART,
formerly known as HYDRA [80]. LINKSMART is a middleware based on Service Oriented
Application (SOA), which provides a transparent communication layer for embedded devices.
Through the use of ontologies, LINKSMART ensures interoperable access to data, information
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and knowledge across heterogeneous platforms, and support ambient intelligence for ubiqui-
tous networked devices. Another example of SOA-based middleware is SOCRADES [81], a
middleware focused on coupling web service enabled devices with business applications such
as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems.
Examples of middlewares for sensor networks interoperability are SATware [82] and GSN [83].
In both works, devices are abstracted as combinations of virtual sensors, each of which is able
to perform a single service. GSN is a framework for the distributed deployment of WSNs and
data processing. SATware provides a middleware for sentient systems, where multimodal sensor
data streams are queried, analysed and transformed.
The ASPIRE project [84] addresses the design of a middleware for the interoperability of
RFID nodes. It aims to reduce cost barriers due to RFID network deployment, particularly for
small and medium-sized enterprises, by developing a programmable open source middleware.
In the IoT, embedded systems are prevalent. Since resources are limited, dynamic ad-hoc
networks are preferred to client-server networks. For this reason, embedded peer-to-peer (EP2P)
systems are emerging rapidly. In the SMEPP project [85] a middleware providing abstraction
to ease application and service development is realised. Furthermore, the SMEPP middleware
includes mechanisms for secure interaction between peers and abstract developers.
One of the main applications of the IoT is represented by the Smart City paradigm. UbiRoad [86]
is a middleware intended for Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), which uses semantic
languages and semantic technologies for declarative specification of behaviour of devices and
services, in order to facilitate and govern interoperation of devices, services and humans.
1.5.2 Virtual Object solution
Recently, several papers presented their own solution to provide conceptualizations for the IoT
domain using the notion of virtual objects, such as [87], [88] and [89]. However, they consider
the virtual objects simply as the digital counterpart of physical objects and focus more on the
middleware framework rather than the modeling of related information. As a result, the absence
of a common format for virtual objects causes problems of interaction and communication,
since there is no standardized ways to obtain the actions or services associated with a virtual
object.
In the last years, several research projects were founded to propose an architecture for the
IoT, leading to an evolution of the definition of virtual object, and of its functionalities. Virtual
objects are not anymore only digital interfaces to the real world but now provide a semantic
enrichment of the data acquired, which makes easier the discovery of services.
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The CONVERGENCE project [90], for example, makes use of Versatile Digital Item
(VDI), a common container for all kinds of digital content, derived from the MPEG21 standard,
containing one or more resources and metadata. This definition is similar to the one provided
in [91] with a many-to-one association between real objects and VDI. However, the CONVER-
GENCE project provides a first attempt to implement the discovery of a particular VDI in the
virtualization layer.
Another example is SENSEI [92], which enables the integration of heterogenous and dis-
tributed Sensor and Actuator Network (SAN) islands into a homogenous framework for real
world information and interactions, by providing an abstraction level of resources correspond-
ing to the real world consisting of Real World Entities or Entities of Interest (EoI). Resources
may be associated with one or more EoIs for which they can either provide information or pro-
vide control over their surrounding environment, thus providing the same type of association
of CONVERGENCE. In SENSEI, resources acquire the ability to enhance the data received by
the sensors with environmental information.
Interesting definitions come from the IoT-A [3], the COMPOSE [93] and the iCore [94]
projects. In IoT-A, physical entities are represented in the digital world via virtual entities, which
have two fundamental properties. Firstly, while ideally there is only one physical entity for each
virtual entity, it is possibile that the same physical entity can be associated to several virtual en-
tities. Secondly, virtual entities are a synchronized representation of a given set of aspects of the
physical entity. The association between virtual and physical entity is achieved by connecting
one or more ICT devices to the physical entity so as to provide the technological interface for
interacting with the virtual world. The physical object is decomposed in its functionalities thus
providing a one-to-many correspondence with the virtual entities.
COMPOSE focuses on objects service composition and for this reason they need to ab-
stract the heterogeneity of physical objects in terms of computing power, protocols and com-
munication mechanisms, by introducing the concept of Service Object. The Service Object then
represents a standard internal digital representation that makes easier the creation of COMPOSE
services and applications.
In iCore, a virtual object is a virtual representation of an ICT object that may be associated
to one (or more) real-world objects. The term real-world object refers to any object that exists in
the real/physical world and then can be classified both as ICT objects, e.g. an email or a smart-
phone, and a non-ICT object, e.g. a person or a fruit; an important trait of the iCore project is
that also a real-world object can be associated to one or more virtual objects. The virtualization
layer, where all the virtual objects are located, acts as a management level that manages and
provides interfaces for accessing virtual object to other iCore components.
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1.6 IoT application taxonomy
The IoT versatility has led to its widespread diffusion throughout many different application
domains. As defined in [95], three main application domains are distinguished and summarized
in Fig. 1.3, based on the scale of the impact of generated data:
• Personal and Home domain, at the scale of an individual or home;
• Enterprise domain, at the scale of a community;
• Utilities domain, at the scale of a region or nation.
Personal and Home 
Enterprise 
Utilities 
Figure 1.3: Three main IoT application domains.
In the following, some representative application examples will be provided for each do-
main.
1.6.1 Personal and home domain
The main applications in the Personal and Home domain are: ubiquitous healthcare systems,
assisted living systems, power management systems, and social networking systems.
Ubiquitous healthcare systems are characterised by pervasive continuous vital sign data
collection. These vital signs are monitored by means of body area sensors [96], which are lim-
ited in memory, energy, computation and communication capabilities. Data are then sent to
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electronic devices such as smartphones, tablets, or laptops, through wireless interfaces such as
Bluetooth or ZigBee, where they are preprocessed. Finally, preprocessed data are sent through
the Internet to [97]: a server to be recorded into a database; doctors as automated alerts; hospi-
tals as automated emergency alerts. Ubiquitous healthcare raises three basic challenges: sensors
collect a huge amount of raw data, which need to be preprocessed to remove noise, disambiguate
data and check consistency; information about meaningful physiological parameters is derived
from complex models, and this requires significant computing capacity; based on their urgency,
data messages need different priorities in terms of their degree of importance for diagnosis, to
avoid network traffic congestion and to maximize reliability.
Analogous to ubiquitous healthcare system applications are assisted living systems [98].
These systems use information technologies to support people to increase their autonomy and
quality of life, being sensitive, adaptive, and responsive to their needs, habits, gestures and pas-
sions [99]. Sensors are equipped inside the house, in order to improve the detection of anomalies
or behavioral changes. Data collected by sensors are then processed to produce useful informa-
tion that can be used to trigger actuators.
A considerable amount of smart home applications consist of power management systems,
which monitor the power consumption of the devices inside the house and are capable of turn-
ing them on and off automatically to reduce energy consumption [100]. In this kind of systems,
appliances are connected together through a short range Intranet, usually based on ZigBee tech-
nology [101]. ZigBee modules gather appliance statuses and send them to a computer or a
server to be processed. After data have been processed, commands to turn on/off are sent to the
appliances.
An emerging application within the Personal domain is that of social networking sys-
tems [102]. In this kind of network, objects try to emulate people and create social interactions.
The aim is to guarantee an effective network navigation, and to establish a level of trustworthi-
ness that is proportional to the degree of interaction among friend nodes.
1.6.2 Enterprise
The main applications in the Enterprise domain are: smart retail systems, smart factories, smart
mobility systems, and smart agriculture systems.
Smart retail applications are conceived to optimize the sales process in retail stores [103].
One of their enabling technology is represented by RFID tags, which are placed on products.
Further information related to each product are stored on a server. This information is usually
accessed by means of mobile phones or tablets, which scan the RFID tag using the Contact-
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less Communication API and send a request through the mobile data connection (e.g. GPRS,
UMTS).
IoT can affect factory operations in many different forms: from detection of risky condi-
tions to efficient logistics management [104], from task scheduling to machine states monitor-
ing [105]. In this kind of scenario, sensors are ubiquitously placed to monitor the environment.
Data collected by the short range network is sent to a computer or a server to be processed. On
the basis of decisions made after the processing, actuators can be triggered. In such a complex
scenario, some messages such as scheduling of urgent tasks or alerts of risky situations need
more priority than others.
Among the IoT applications that will mostly impact everyday life are smart mobility sys-
tems [106]. In smart mobility systems, an intelligent traffic management is achieved, as well
as emergency situations handling. Traffic information are collected by sensors placed on all the
elements of the transport system, i.e. vehicles (whether private or public), roads, and people.
Vehicular sensors gather information about the vehicle status (e.g. speed, location, direction);
road information include weather conditions and vehicle traffic acquisition. People involved are
drivers, passengers and pedestrians, which are usually equipped with devices such as smart-
phones, tablets, and navigation terminals. Such a complex system is mostly based on mobile
communications of big amounts of data, which need to be processed (usually by a remote
server). Since emergency situations need to be efficiently handled [107], an accurate message
prioritization need to be studied.
In smart agriculture systems, precision agriculture is accomplished with the objective of in-
creasing agricultural production and reducing environmental pollution caused by abusing agri-
cultural chemicals [108]. Smart agriculture combines data gathered by sensors placed under
the ground surface and location returned from the GPS system, with information of the Web
GIS (Geography Information System). Web GIS is a server used to store, process, analyse, dis-
play and apply spatial data. On the basis of data collected by the short range network and Web
GIS information, a processing is made in order to rationalise plants and scientifically predict
agriculture disasters, thus increasing production.
1.6.3 Utilities
The main applications in Utilities domain are smart grid, media based IoT, and environmental
monitoring.
The idea on the basis of smart grids is perfectly in line with Horizon 2020 principles.
Indeed, the objective of smart grids is to enable a highly efficient energy production, transport
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and consumption from the source to the user [109]. Smart grids are based on smart meters,
which collect usage information from home appliances and send them to a computer or a server
through a short range network [110]. Data are then processed or aggregated and sent to an
application server, where decisions are made in order to dynamically match utility supply with
the demand.
An emerging application is that of media (principally video) based IoT, mostly used for
surveillance purposes, based on sophisticated video analysis [95]. In video based IoT a huge
amount of data is gathered by video cameras and microphones, and then sent to a computer or
a server. A complex processing is performed on data, in order for automatic behaviour analysis
and event detection to be performed.
Environmental monitoring IoT applications are the most direct evolution of monitoring
WSNs [111]. They are used to detect anomalies and keep track of parameters that describe the
environment conditions, in particular for water, soil and air monitoring, as well as for infrastruc-
ture monitoring. Data acquired from sensors are usually aggregated and then sent to a server to
be processed. Resulting information is analysed to detect potential threats or to establish strate-
gies that may enhance the quality of the environment.

Chapter 2
Middleware layer functionalities for IoT
task allocation
In the depicted scenario described in the introduction, it frequently happens that some nodes
perform the same sensing operation, such as the measurement of the traffic in the same street,
the measurement of the humidity and/or the temperature in a room, the detection of moving
objects/persons in a given environment, the monitoring of the luminosity in a public square.
However, not all nodes have usually the same amount of resources to be dedicated to the same
tasks and the set of nodes that can cooperate in performing a given operations changes quickly
as opportunistic behaviours make the scenario quite dynamic.
Accordingly, groups of nodes are identified, namely, task groups, that perform similar and
replaceable tasks. To understand the meaning of task group, suppose, for example, that the net-
work is performing a temperature sensing in a specific area: only those nodes that are equipped
with a temperature sensor and that are deployed within that area are included in the task group
related to this task. These task groups are assigned with the relevant task by the application
deployment server, which could decide which exact node should perform each needed task. Al-
ternatively, it may leave these groups of nodes to autonomously decide how to distribute the
burden of tasks among them without the need for the central server to keep the role of single
physical node controller. According to the latter vision, the IoT is made of virtual objects (VOs)
[112] which are activated by the Central Deployment Server. The VO role may be implemented
by a node in the task group and is in charge of processing the requests generated by the central
server and forwarding configuration messages to the other physical nodes (note that the virtual
node may coincide with the only single physical node that is capable of implementing the re-
quired task). At this point, allocating the proper resources to the required task is a duty of the
nodes in the task group.
Fig. 2.1 provides a sketch of the above described reference scenario. The central server, or
a leader node, transmits the activation signal to the VO. Since the VO is responsible for keeping
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track of the physical nodes that belong to the same task group it leads, it knows which nodes
the activation signal is addressed to. Therefore, it is able to forward the activation signal to the
appropriate nodes, on the basis of their belonging to a determined task group.
To build this system, a middleware that supports described features should be designed. In
the following is discussed the contribution towards the definition of the middleware functional-
ities that are needed in the IoT towards the allocation of tasks among different objects. In the
proposed middleware, these functionalities should be mostly implemented at the VOs, so that
these are augmented with additional capabilities to coordinate the selection on which tasks to
be performed by each of the members of the task groups.
The proposed role of the VOs is described in the first Subsection, whereas the resulting
middleware architecture is presented in the second Subsection.
Figure 2.1: The reference scenario.
2.1 Role of virtual objects
The reference scenario is that of an opportunistic IoT, where nodes continuously join and leave
the network. In particular, this work focuses on opportunistic network, which autonomously
choose to participate in an opportunistic way to some sensing tasks they are able to perform.
The algorithms that will be presented in the following allows for nodes to dynamically negotiate
the effort they put into performing a task, in terms of network resources. With the proposed
protocol, nodes involved in the same task, i.e. belonging to the same task group, converge to a
common goal, i.e. the frequency at which a task is executed, and to the same local buffer usage.
In order for nodes to start a negotiation, they need to have already joined the related task
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group. This join procedure will now be explained in detail. As soon as a node i joins the network,
it broadcasts to its one-hop neighbours the information related to the tasks that it is able to
perform. Accordingly, the VOs related to those specific tasks add node i to the list of nodes that
belong to their task groups, and reply with an acknowledgment. If node i is the second node in
that list, they designate it as the vice-VO, and the acknowledgement contains this information.
If no VO is associated to one or more tasks yet, node i is designated as VO for those tasks.
Then, node i notifies to the Central Deployment Server its designation as VO and/or vice-VO.
As shown in Figure 2.2, suppose, for example, that node i is able to perform 4 tasks. Thanks to
the middleware running on top of the network, the description of those tasks is converted to 4
different identification numbers, corresponding to the identification numbers of the equivalent
task groups. Suppose that, in this example, node i is associated to task groups {1, 2, 7, 8}, the
VOs VO1 and VO2 are associated to task groups 1 and 2, and that no VO has been associated to
task groups 7 and 8, yet. Thus, VO1 and VO2 will add node i to their list of nodes. Furthermore,
VO2 acknowledges to node i its designation as vice-VO for task group 2. Obviously, node i will
not receive acknowledgements for task groups 7 and 8. Hence, node i will assume the role of
VO7, VO8 and vice-VO2, and it will inform the Central Deployment Server.
VOs periodically send Hello messages to their related vice-VOs. One of the following
things might happen:
• The VO sends the Hello message and the vice-VO acknowledges the message.
No further actions are performed.
• The VO sends the Hello message and the vice-VO does not acknowledge the
message. In this case the VO assumes that the vice-VO is not reachable. If
present, the VO designates the second node on its list as vice-VO and informs
it, which in turns inform the Central Deployment Server.
• The VO does not send the Hello message when it is supposed to do it. The
vice-VO notices that the VO is not reachable. It broadcasts a request to know
which nodes belong to its task group. The first one to reply is designated as
vice-VO. Information about the failed VO and the new vice-VO is delivered
to the Central Deployment Server.
In order to avoid communication overhead, when a VO notices that it is about to leave
the task group (e.g. for depletion of residual energy, or because it is moving) it notifies it to its
vice-VO, sending the list of the nodes belonging to the task group. Then, the vice-VO becomes
the VO, and the next node on the list becomes the vice-VO. Relevant information is delivered
to the Central Deployment Server.
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(a) Node i joins the network (b) VO1 and VO2 send ACK to node i
(c) Node i becomes VO7, VO8 and vice-VO2
Figure 2.2: Sequence of steps when a new node i joins the network
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When an application requires the execution of a given task, the Central Deployment Server
sends an activation signal to the appropriate VOs, which forward it to their list of nodes. Then,
the negotiation algorithm is started. If the Central Deployment Server does not succeed in reach-
ing a VO, it tries to contact its vice-VO. If even the vice-VO does not reply, the Central Deploy-
ment Server assumes that no nodes are available anymore for the related task, and thus it cannot
be activated. Once the VO has sent the activation signal to all the nodes in the group, then
they start the consensus algorithm. What happens is that each node sends to all its neighbours
(one-hop broadcast) the consensus messages for the reference task group, containing data that
specifies the update values for the algorithm. Then they check whether the task group to which
this message is related is of interest to them, i.e. they belong to this task group. If yes, they
process the data further and then exploit this information in the next iteration of the algorithm.
Note that they do not need to keep a list of nodes that are taking part to the negotiation, so
there isn’t waste of memory to maintain a table of neighbours that take part to the same group.
Independently from the number of direct neighbours, each member of the consensus algorithm
will reach the convergence if the general communication graph, in the network, is connected.
Accordingly, it is necessary that the nodes in the consensus are interconnected but there is no
need for a full-mesh connectivity.
2.2 The reference middleware
In order for devices to communicate and interoperate, a common middleware is proposed, which
has to be able to manage objects’ and tasks’ discovery, and to allocate tasks to objects so that
resource exploitation is shared. Figure 2.3 shows the reference middleware architecture.
Two layers are proposed. The Semantic layer requires the adoption of semantic technolo-
gies for the description of: objects capabilities and characteristics, such as capability to sense
temperature or energy consumption to process an instruction; application subdivision into tasks
and definition of task characteristics; requirements, such as QoS/QoI (Quality of Information)
parameters; network characteristics such as the communication protocol used and objects’ de-
ployment. All this information is exchanged by the objects and, on the basis of this information,
the task groups are created. This activity is performed by the Task Group Management block,
in the Resource Allocation and Management layer. Then, task allocation to network objects is
carried out by the Allocation block.
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Figure 2.3: The reference middleware.
2.2.1 The semantic layer
The semantic description proposed is based on the ontologies presented in [13][14][113]. In
particular, the Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) ontology [113] is used to model sensor param-
eters, resources, services, and QoS/QoI related parameters. Fig. 2.4 shows an overview of the
modules needed.
Network: The Network module defines network characteristics such as communication
protocol and topology. Furthermore, it defines how network objects are connected.
Object: The Object module provides the description of object characteristics and capabil-
ities. Objects can be sensors, actuators, processors, storage devices, tags, or a combination of
these. Object resources are described in the Resource module. The Location module provides
information about object position. Sensor devices are also related to the Task module. This
relation describes the tasks that the object is able to perform.
Resource: The Resource module describes the type of resource associated to an object, and
its related parameters. Since resources are needed for task execution, the Resource module is
related to the Task module.
Application: The Application module defines the characteristics of applications assigned
to the reference IoT network. It also determines relations among tasks, i.e. the sequence of tasks
in which the application is decomposed.
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Figure 2.4: Overview of the modules in the ontology.
Task: The Task module provides an interface for the interaction between objects and their
related processes. In particular, it defines how object resources are allocated to enable task exe-
cution, and which requirement (i.e. QoS/QoI) characteristics are needed for that task. IoT tasks
are modelled using the most widely used Web service languages, such as Unified Service De-
scription Language (USDL), Web Service Definition Language (WSDL), and Web Application
Description Language (WADL). Tasks can be either processing tasks or sensing tasks, as re-
flected by the relations with the Processing Task module and the Observation and Measurement
module.
Processing Task: The Processing Task module describes the characteristics associated to a
specific processing task, how processing is performed on input data, and what data is delivered
as output.
Observation and Measurement: The Observation and Measurement module describes how
data are generated by sensor devices within the IoT scenario. Data are typically needed to per-
form tasks useful for the network application execution. When a certain QoS/QoI is required on
measured data (e.g. a given data accuracy), the Observation and Measurements characteristics
must enable the fulfilment of these requirements.
Requirements: The Requirements module defines the QoS/QoI constraints that gathered
measurements and provided tasks must fulfill. Since it is not always required, this is not a
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mandatory module.
Location: The Location module makes use of the GeoName ontology [114] to define object
positions. Since object position is not always needed, this is not a mandatory module.
2.2.2 The resource allocation and management layer
Information collected by the Semantic layer is used by the Resource Allocation and Manage-
ment layer to identify task groups and to correctly allocate resources to the network objects.
As described in previous section, task groups are created according to the Central Deployment
Server, which assigns nodes to the appropriate task group on the basis of their capabilities and
application requirements.
Resource allocation is performed by the Allocation block in a distributed way, using a
protocol that is based on totally distributed algorithm. The two proposed protocol, described in
the following chapters, use this architecture.
Chapter 3
Strategy for an homogeneous resources
consumption
In this chapter is presented a distributed optimization protocol based on consensus algorithm.
The main goal of this solution is to solve the problem of resource allocation and management in
IoT heterogeneous networks. The proposed protocol is robust against links or nodes failures, so
it’s adaptive in dynamic scenarios where the network topology changes in runtime, like a typical
IoT scenario. The challenges faced in this chapter is the deployment of distributed applications
in the IoT in terms of cooperation among objects, with the aim of distributing the burden of
the execution of the application committed to the network, so that resources are adequately
exploited.
To face the challenge, a distributed protocol based on the consensus algorithm proposed
in [18] is adapted to solve the problem of resource allocation and management in IoT networks.
In particular, the use case analysed focuses on adjusting sensing functionalities of objects so that
resources are equally shared among nodes participating into the application execution. Simula-
tion and real scenario results prove that the convergence of the consensus algorithm is quickly
reached.
This chapter is organized as follows. In 3.1 the resource utilization model used for analysis
and protocol design is presented. Section 3.2 describes the distributed algorithm, based on con-
sensus, that is used to adjust the frequency with which the task is executed. In the last section
3.3 three different applications of the proposed protocol are presented.
3.1 Resource utilization model
The design of protocol stars from the algorithms described in [18], which has been devised for
clock synchronization among nodes. Accordingly, the model has been completely rewrite to be
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adapted of the scenario, which now focuses on date generation and power consumption as a
function of the task frequency, as described in the following first Subsection. The implementa-
tion of the protocol in terms of data exchanged among nodes and how this is used to agree on a
common frequency are modified, too.
Each node i that performs task k collects data with frequency fi,k(t). The power consumed
by node i is expressed by:
Pi,k(t) = Ei,k × fi,k(t) (3.1)
where Ei,k is the energy per task execution spent by node i for task k. Let N nodes perform task
k. The total power consumption for task k is the following:
P ck (t) =
N∑
i=1
Pi,k(t) (3.2)
Whereas the total power consumption for node i:
P ci (t) =
Ni∑
k=1
Pi,k(t) (3.3)
where Ni is the total number of tasks performed by node i.
Similarly, the amount of data collected by node i at time t for task k is:
Di,k(t) = Bk
∫ t
0
fi,k(x) dx+Mi,k(t) (3.4)
where Bk is the amount of output data for task k, and Mi,k(t) is the occupancy of node i’s
storage buffer at time t. Mi,k(t) can be controlled by data fusion operations or transmitting data
to the sink.
Similarly, the total amount of collected data due to node i, for all tasks, at time t is:
Di(t) =
∫ t
0
NT∑
k=1
Bkfi,k(x) dx+Mi(t) (3.5)
where Ni is the total number of tasks executed by node i.
Now a simplification of the models (Eqs. (3.4),(3.5)) of the data sensing process are pro-
vided. By considering the first order dynamic of node i, which is written as follows (from here
also subscript k is dropped to simplify the notation):
φi (t) = λit+ ιi (3.6)
where φi is the number of samples collected by node i, λi is the local task slope which deter-
mines the task frequency, and ιi is the local bias that describes the number of samples stored in
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the node buffer. Note that when applying the simplification to Eq.(3.4), the analysis is restricted
to the data collected only for a specific task, otherwise the data total amount of data for all the
tasks executed in a node is considered.
Recall that the objective is to obtain the same virtual dynamic on all nodes, which is rep-
resented with the following equation:
φv (t) = λvt+ ιv (3.7)
Every node keeps an estimation of the virtual dynamic using a linear function of its own
local function:
φ˜i = λ˜iφi + o˜i (3.8)
The goal is to find λ˜i and o˜i that compensate the difference among all node dynamics, and
thus to converge to the virtual dynamic in Eq.(3.7). So, for each node i, the aim is to obtain that:
φ˜i → φv.
In the following is described how this goal is achieved.
3.2 Consensus algorithm within the task group
The consensus algorithm is implemented by the nodes within each task group and entails an
iterative procedure that updates the slope and bias values. At each iteration other than the new
slope and bias values, each node computes a new φi(t). The updates of the function φi(t) are
stored by the node as these are required by the estimation algorithm.
To estimate the new slope value, every node i estimates the relative slope with respect to
its neighbours j as: λij =
λj
λi
The value of λij , according to [18], can be estimated as:
γ+ij = ρnγij + (1− ρn)
(φj(t2)− φi(t2))
(φj(t1)− φi(t1)) (3.9)
where γij is the appraisal of relative slope, γ+ij indicates the update of variable γij and
ρn ∈ (0, 1) is a tuning parameter to compensate the noise. In [18] Proposition 1 demonstrates
that lim
t→inf
γij(t) = λij . Therefore, each node sends to its neighbours only the local counter φ(t).
The related amount of data is very small, and it can be put inside another data packet producing
a small overhead. From the point of view of the buffer occupancy, each node stores five variable
for each neighbour: φj(t2), φi(t2), φj(t1), φi(t1), γij .
As soon as the node estimates the new value of the relative slope and as soon as node i
receives a packet from node j, it updates the value of λ˜i according to:
λ˜i
+
= ρvλ˜i + (1− ρv)γijλ˜i (3.10)
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where ρv is a tuning parameter. For simplicity, in this work the initial condition is setted as
λ˜i(0) = 1.
The Eq.(3.10) can be expressed in matrix terms to demonstrate some important advantages
of the algorithm. The vectors λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . , λN)T and 1 = (1, 1, . . . , 1)T can be defined, and
Eq.(3.10) can be written as follows:
λ+ = Aλ (3.11)
The matrix A ∈ RNxN is made by all ones on the diagonal and zeros in the other side
except the terms: Aii = ρv and Aij = 1 − ρv, that correspond with nodes involved in the
communication. Considering this form of matrix A it’s possible that the matrix satisfies two
important conditions: Aij ≥ 0 and A1 = 1, that make a stochastic problem. To obtain the
convergence of the algorithm, two proprieties about communication are considered: there is a
time window T in which each node i communicates with another node at least once and there
is a communication path from each node i to any other node j (communication graph strongly
connected). Noted all these proprieties, lim
t→inf
λ˜iλi(t) = λv is obtained. A very interesting read
on the papers [18] and [17] is addressed for a summary of many results and details on the
conditions for convergence.
The previous demonstration entails some important remarks. The first is that the node
transmission order is not important, nor is the exact moment the transmission takes place. So,
this implies that the protocol is fully asynchronous and nodes can transmit at different rates.
The only important condition is that the graph is sufficiently closely connected. Advantage of
the asynchronous execution is that it allows the node to enter into sleep-mode (and then save
battery energy), because it is not needed that each node replies instantly to the other updates.
Accordingly, the nodes can wait until other data needs to be sent to the neighbours so the
parameters can be sent within the relevant packets. Another important observation is that if any
message is lost, the condition of strongly connected graph is still guaranteed. This implies that
the algorithm is robust even against link failures, nodes failures and packet collisions. So the
proposed protocol is very adaptive in dynamic scenario where the network topology change in
runtime. From the performance point of view, with reference to transmitted and stored variables
introduced previously, each node sends only the virtual slope estimation λ˜i, which is a low
amount of data. Also in this case, these parameters can be put inside a data packet, producing a
small overhead. From the point of view of the node buffer, only one variable per each neighbour
is needed: λ˜j .
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As to the bias compensation, it is performed in a way similar to the slope estimation:
ι˜i
+ = ρbι˜i + (1− ρb)(λ˜jφj + ι˜j − λ˜iφi − ι˜i) (3.12)
where ρb is a tuning parameter.
Eq.(3.12) has the same structure of Eq.(3.10), so if it’s done the same hypothesis of the
previous, all ιi converge to the same value. From Eq.(3.12) follows that this algorithm transmits
only the virtual bias estimation ι˜i, and it stores only one variable for each neighbour: ι˜j . Con-
sidering two properties about protocol the convergence is demonstrated. The first is that there
exists equation lim
t→inf
λ˜iλi(t) = λv and also there exists λv > 0 for all i and t. The second is that
suppose there is a time window T in which each node i communicates at least once the couple of
data λ˜i, ι˜i (communication graph strongly connected). If all these conditions are true, the proof
of the convergence of the algorithm is done. In [18] the proof and the speed of convergence are
demonstrated with more details.
3.3 Application of the consensus protocol
In this section three different applications of the consensus protocol: single task - single fre-
quency; single task - total frequency; entire network.
Single task - single frequency
The objective is to make the objects in the task group to agree on a common frequency for the
execution of only the relevant task. This approach brings to a distribution of the burden for the
execution of each specific task but does not take into account the fact that there may be some
objects already involved in the execution of other tasks that then may become over-utilized.
Accordingly, the considered dynamic is that of Eq.(3.4) that depends on frequency fi,k. The
new frequency set at each iteration z + 1 is:
f z+1i,k = λ˜i,kf
z
i,k (3.13)
where λi,k is evaluated by Eq.(3.10). Whereas the offset compensation is:
M z+1i,k = λ˜i,kM
z
i,k + ˜ιi,k (3.14)
where ˜ιi,k is evaluated by Eq.(3.12).
After the convergence, it’s possible to focus on the impact on resources. Assuming that
node i energy per task execution Ei,k value (Eq.(3.1)) is the same for each node involved in task
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k, after the proposed protocol converges, node i task frequency will be:
∀i = 1, 2, ..., N ⇒ fi,k = fmk
while the buffer occupancy will be:
∀i = 1, 2, ..., N ⇒Mi,k =Mmk
It follows that the total power consumption (Eq.(3.2)) for task k have the same value as
before the algorithm execution. Nevertheless, after the consensus protocol converges, resources
are equally shared by nodes involved in the same task.
Single task - total frequency
The objective of this approach is to make the nodes agree on the frequency for the execution of
all tasks, i.e, f ci . For this reason the linearization is applied to the process modelled in Eq.(3.5).
The new frequency set in each iteration z + 1 results:
f ci =
NT∑
k=1
f z+1i,k =
NT∑
k=1
λ˜i,kf
z
i,k (3.15)
where NT is the total number of tasks processed by node, while the offset compensation:
M z+1i =
NT∑
k=1
M z+1i,k =
NT∑
k=1
(λ˜i,kM
z
i,k + ˜ιi,k) (3.16)
The impact on resources after the convergence, assuming that nodes participate to multiple
task groups, will be now evaluated. The goal is to share resources in the network, and not only in
the task group. The protocol is oriented on reaching the same frequency of all tasks processing
for each node. So after the proposed protocol converges it will be:
∀i = 1, 2, ..., N ⇒
NT∑
k=1
fi,k = f
m
i
while the buffer occupancy will be:
∀i = 1, 2, ..., N ⇒
NT∑
k=1
Mi,k =M
m
i
Assuming that node i’s energy per task execution value Ei,k (Eq.(3.1)) is the same order
of magnitude for each task processed in the network, after the proposed protocol converges
it’s obtained that the total power consumption (Eq.(3.3)) for each node i have the same value.
Nevertheless, after the consensus protocol converges, resources are equally shared by nodes
involved in the network.
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Entire network
The objective of this approach is to achieve an inter-group agreement. It works as the previous
algorithm single task total frequency, with the difference that the execution of the protocol in a
group may trigger the execution of other instances. Assume to be in a steady state so that in the
network a number of tasks (say tasks A, B and C) have already been assigned and the consensus
on the total frequency reached. Consider then that the request of a new task D arrives and the
new consensus protocol activated by the relevant VO. It’s also considered that some nodes in
the task group D also belong to task group A. Accordingly, the activation of the consensus
among nodes in group D triggers the re-execution of the consensus among the nodes in group
A. In this way the total frequency is (almost) uniformly assigned to nodes in both groups A
and D. If other groups overlap with A, these are recursively re-activated by the execution of the
protocol in A. In this way the execution is propagated through the network as far as a tasks’
overlap exists. Clearly in this way the energy consumption for the execution of the protocol
significantly increases in this application.

Chapter 4
Strategy for preserving lifetime and QoS
Before providing the required information about the physical world, objects involved in IoT
coordinate with the other objects in groups and provide a unified service to the external world
(the application that requires the service), with the intent to distribute the load of the requested
services according to specific community defined rules, which could be: lifetime extension, QoS
(Quality of Service) maximization, reward maximization, or others. In this chapter other than
describing the characteristics of this new communication paradigm and challenges it is called
to address, It’s also proposed a first solution for its implementation that relies on a distributed
optimization protocol based on the consensus algorithm.
The challenges faced in this chapter is the deployment of distributed applications in the IoT
in terms of cooperation among objects, with the aim to solve the problem of resource allocation
and management preserving the required QoS.
To face the challenge, a distributed protocol based on the consensus algorithm ids designed.
In particular, the use case analysed focuses on a IoT scenario with many heterogeneous nodes
involved in the same task. The proposed protocol allowed for improving the lifetime network
because each node’s lifetime tend to a value that is equal for all the nodes involved in the same
task.
This chapter is organized as follows. In 4.1 the problem is modelled. The proposed model
design a bond between power consumption and frequency of task execution. Section 4.2 de-
scribes a totally distributed protocol based on average consensus algorithm that is used to
achieve lifetime and QoS preservation.
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4.1 Agreement on task frequency among nodes
Each node i that performs task k collects data with frequency fi,k(t). The power consumed by
node i to perform task k is expressed by:
Pi,k(t) = Ei,kfi,k(t) (4.1)
where Ei,k is the energy spent by node i for task k. Assuming to keep the total number of
samples per second generated by all the nodes in the task group constant and equal to the
application requirement Fk, fi,k(t) can be changed by nodes within the same task group to find
the optimal combination that distributes the task burden among them. Energy Ei,k can be split
in different contributions such as sensing energyEsensi,k , transmission energyE
tx
i,k and computing
energy Ecompi,k :
Ei,k = E
sens
i,k + E
tx
i,k + E
comp
i,k (4.2)
Each node i is also associated to a residual energy Eresi (t) that depends on its residual
battery charge – and thus decreases with time –, and on its lifetime τi(t), which is the time
before running out of battery. Node i’s lifetime is expressed as:
τi(t) =
Eresi (t)∑
k Pi,k(t)
(4.3)
In the proposed solution the goal is to reach the higher network lifetime, which is the time
before the first node fails. This objective is equivalent to the target of having uniform objects’
lifetimes in the community. Considering only task k, the contribution in lifetime of node i to
task k is defined as:
τi,k(t) =
Eresi (t)
Pi,k(t)
=
Eresi (t)
Ei,kfi,k(t)
=
1
ci,k(t)fi,k(t)
(4.4)
In order for nodes to tend to a uniform lifetime, this contribution should tend to an amount
τk that is equal for all the nodes involved in task k’s execution, i.e.
lim
t→∞
τi,k(t) = τk ∀i ∈ Xk (4.5)
To lighten the notation, in Eq. 4.4 ci,k(t) is added as a cost function that reflects the extent
to which the node can be used, according to the ratio between its energy consumption for task
k and its residual energy. At the same time t if ci,k(t) < cj,k(t), i can be used more extensively
than j.
For a graphical representation of the problem at a time t, the residual energyEresi (t) and the
consumed power Pi,k(t) can be drawn on the x and y axes, respectively. As shown in Fig. 5.7,
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mapping all combinations for all the nodes, a constellation of points is obtained where each node
has a different lifetime τi,k(t), which depends on the initial node battery status (yellow points in
Fig. 5.7). By applying Eq. 4.5 these points are forced to move into a a straight line with a slope
τk by changing each frequency fi,k(t), so that each node will have the same lifetime (white
points in Fig. 5.7). The required changes are driven by the community QoS target expressed
in terms of the total number of samples per second provided by the community Fk, so that the
following constraint is introduced:
Nk∑
i=1
fi,k(t) = Fk (4.6)
When the appropriate VO forwards an activation signal to the list of interested nodes, the
message conveys Fk. Eq. 4.4 can be applied into Eq. 4.6 as follows:
τk(t) =
1
Fk
∑Nk
i=1 ci,k(t)
=
1
FkNkCk(t)
(4.7)
To reach the goal each node in the task group needs to know Ck(t), i.e. the mean value of
all the ci,k(t) values for task k. After a node knows this value, it can evaluate the frequency that
corresponds to its optimal lifetime:
fi,k(t) =
1
ci,k(t)τk(t)
=
FkNkCk(t)
ci,k(t)
(4.8)
To compute the value of Ck(t) the numerosity of the task group is needed. This is possible
because the VO has the list of interested nodes, so Nk can be forwarded at the beginning of
the process by means of the activation signal. If the conditions of the network change during
the task execution (e.g., a new node enter the community or a node fault happens), the nodes
detecting the change flood the message so that each node is reached. A centralized solution
is computationally very simple, but with respect to a decentralized solution, it requires higher
transmission costs due to a lot of control messages and the system has a slower reactivity due
to topology or node status (i.e. residual energy) changes.
4.2 The distributed solution based on the consensus protocol
To reach the goal, in a totally distributed way, an average consensus protocol is implemented
by the nodes within the task group to evaluate Ck(t). The study focus on a particular class of
iterative algorithms for average consensus. To estimate the average value across the network, a
consensus protocol propagation, that is totally asynchronous and distributed, is used. When the
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procedure starts, each node allocates a variable ci,k(t) to iteratively estimate the value of Ck(t).
At an initial time t = 0:
ci,k(0) = ci,k(0) ∀i = {1, · · · , Nk} (4.9)
In order for the estimated ci,k(t) to converge towards the correct average Ck(t) (computed
on all nodes in the task group), each node follows the rule of the consensus protocol and updates
the local estimation by adding a weighted sum of the local discrepancies, i.e., the differences
between neighbouring node estimated values and its own. At each time step t + 1 > t, the
update rule of the consensus protocol is the following:
ci,k(t+ 1) = ci,k(t) +
Oj∑
i=1
Wi,j(cj,k(t)− ci,k(t)) (4.10)
where Oi defines the number of node j neighbours.
Wi,j is a weight associated with the communication between i and j. If the weights are
associated with undirected edges, the result is Wi,j = Wj,i. It’s also possible to consider asym-
metric weights, associated with ordered pairs of nodes, so the previous equality is not true.
Weights have to satisfy some basic constraints, as well as the convergence condition, such as
defined by Xiao et al. in [115]. So to take very simple set of weights that define a one hop
communication (the node i communicates only with the neighbours):
Wi,j =
{
1 if j ∈ Oi
0 if j /∈ Oi
(4.11)
From the described protocol follows that the i− th node transmits only the value of ci,k(t)
and subscribes this value each iteration with the neighbour. So the protocol does not rely on
extensive transmissions and the related amount of data exchanged is very small. From the point
of view of the node buffer occupancy, each node stores only one variable and it subscribes this
at each iteration with the neighbours, so the memory required by the protocol is very limited.
Chapter 5
Performance analysis
This chapter presents some details about the performance analysis of algorithm presented in
previous chapters, analysing various cases within simulated and real scenarios.
About the organization this chapter is organized as follows. In 5.1 the performance of pro-
tocol presented in chapter 3 are evaluated. This section contain three paragraphs: 5.1.1 analyses
a simulation, 5.1.2 presents a real scenario and 5.1.3 compare the impact of the three different
approaches described in 3.3. The second section 5.2 analyses performance of protocol discussed
in chapter 4. This section contain two paragraphs: 5.2.1 analyses a simulation, instead 5.2.2
evaluated performance in a real scenario with embedded systems and in another real scenario
composed by android systems.
5.1 Protocol for an homogeneous resources consumption
This section analyses the protocol presented in chapter 3. At the first is evaluated the exchange
of messages through the proposed middleware, then the convergence of the algorithm within
simulated and real scenarios is analysed. Finally, the different distribution of resource when
applying the different approaches described in Section 3.3 is analysed.
5.1.1 Simulation scenario
In this case study Matlab software is used to implement a framework to simulate the protocol
focusing on two types of communication: i. broadcast mode and ii. gossip mode. In both cases,
the topology has been created following a pseudo-random geometric distribution with reference
to the geographical position, and transmissions on the network are asynchronous. The broadcast
communication entails that if the node i sends a packet, this is received by all neighbours, which
update their values. On the other hand, the gossip mode entails that two nodes are selected in
a pseudo-random way and communicate to update their values. The choice is pseudo-random
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because only two neighbours can communicate. Furthermore, for the simulation to be more
realistic, a certain probability of using a given link is considered. A situation where the update
values are inserted as data packet overhead is simulated. The simulation was run on 20 nodes
(i.e. N = 20) in a pseudo-random topology. All tuning parameters are setted as: ρn = ρv =
ρb = 0.5. Node dynamics are initialized with pseudo-random values of λ and ι. The assumption
is that nodes transmit a total amount of 5000 packets, so on average each node transmits 250
packets. The approach ”Single task - single frequency” is implemented in this simulation but
the results do not depend on the approach adopted as the focus is on the convergence.
Broadcast communication
With this simulation the goal is to study the performance of the protocol in terms of convergence
speed and error, considering a broadcast communication among nodes.
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Figure 5.1: Dynamics evolution using broadcast communication.
Fig. 5.1 shows the algorithm convergence. After 100 packets transmitted on the network, (5
on average for each node) the dynamics can be considered converged. As the number of packets
exchanged increases, nodes reach a better consensus. From the error point of view, Fig. 5.2
shows that initially the error is ±60%, but after 100 packets are transmitted this value decreases
by ±20%, and eventually a very low error value of about ±5% is obtained.
Gossip communication
With this simulation the achieve is to study the protocol performance in a more realistic sce-
nario. Since the information exchanged to implement the protocol is limited, as explained in
Section ??, it can be inserted in data packets. In this way, the algorithm’s burden on network
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Figure 5.2: Error evolution using broadcast communication.
traffic is low, as it’s possible to combine the consensus protocol with another application running
on the network.
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Figure 5.3: Dynamics evolution by gossip communication.
Fig. 5.3 shows the algorithm convergence. As in the broadcast communication scenario,
nodes converge at consensus, but in this case convergence is slower. Fig. 5.4 shows this in more
detail. When the packets transmitted on the network are about 100, the error is ±40%, and
this value decreases more slowly than in the broadcast communication scenario. This happens
because in the gossip mode, at each iteration, the communication is enabled only between two
neighbouring nodes, so only these two nodes update their values. On the other hand, in the
broadcast communication scenario all neighbours update their values simultaneously whenever
a node transmits a packet.
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Figure 5.4: Error evolution by gossip communication.
5.1.2 Real scenario
The last experiment consists in the study of the protocol performance in a real scenario. In
this Section, firstly is illustrated the tools that have been used. Then, the results to validate
the performance of the proposed consensus application are analysed. The tools used for the
experiments are the following:
• Development kit case provided by Telit Wireless Solutions. This kit is made
of five ZigBee radio boards that are based on the Texas Instruments CC2530
System on Chip with the Embedded Telit Z-One ZigBee-PRO Stack. The an-
tennas are external dipoles characterized by an omnidirectional pattern.
• The software used to inspect the packet content is Wireshark. To analyze the
performance of the network from the Wireshark output and to conduct net-
work discovery and commissioning, a specific tool named SRManager Tool
has been developed by Telit Wireless Solution in collaboration with our lab.
In this experiment, this tool has been used to set up the consensus protocol.
During the experiments three devices are used, they communicated using the ZigBee stan-
dard on channel number 14 in the 2.4 GHz ISM frequency band. The type of communication
is the gossip. To reduce communication overhead, the necessary information are inserted inside
the overhead of the packets.
Fig. 5.5 shows the algorithm convergence. As in the simulation discussed in the previous
Section, nodes converge at consensus. A good consensus has been reached after about 15 pack-
ets exchanged, corresponding to a mean of 5 update for node. From the error point of view,
Fig. 5.6 shows that initially the error reaches peaks of +80% and −60%. Nevertheless, after 15
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Figure 5.5: Dynamics evolution by real scenario.
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Figure 5.6: Error evolution by real scenario.
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packets are transmitted, this value decreases by ±20%, and eventually a very low error value of
about ±3% is obtained.
5.1.3 Variance in the total task frequency
To compare the impact of the three different approaches described in Section 3.3, the variance
in the total frequency f ci (t) =
∑Ni
k=1 fi,k(t) over all the network nodes is evaluated. Simulations
run with 50 nodes with 5 task groups at different percentages of group overlapping (0%, 20%,
30%, 50%) and number of nodes (2, 4, 6, 10) in each task group. X% of overlapping means that
x% of nodes in a group are also part of another group, on average. 100 runs per scenario are
performed and computed the average value of the variance. The results are shown in Tables 5.1
- 5.3 for the three different approaches. Results for the first approach, i.e. single task - single
frequency, are shown in Table 5.1. It can be observed as the variance increases as the group
overlapping increases. This is due to the fact that in this case there will be nodes involved in
more than one task without any inter-task coordination. These nodes will be characterized by a
total frequency given by the sum of frequencies related to different tasks, and then higher than
that of single-task nodes. Differently, the increase in the number of nodes in a task group has
not any effect. The motivation is that the variance depends on the number of nodes that perform
more than a single task and this does not depend on the size of each group.
Overlapping
0% 20% 30% 50%
Nodes in a
group
2 0.065 0.115 0.261 0.654
4 0.073 0.131 0.219 0.711
6 0.071 0.118 0.241 0.636
10 0.069 0.126 0.252 0.688
Table 5.1: Evaluation of variance in single task single frequency scenario
As to the second approach (Table 5.2, single task - total frequency), the consensus protocol
is used to find an agreement on the total frequency. For this reason, the variance in general is
lower than the case of the previous approach, and this was expected. The difference is that this
time the nodes that are involved in different tasks select frequencies for each tasks that are lower
than those adopted by single task nodes so that the total frequency is invariant with respect to the
number of tasks. This improvement is however not that significant as the agreement achieved
by nodes in different groups can converge towards different frequencies. A more significant
improvement is achieved with the third algorithm, i.e. entire network, as show in Table 5.3.
Recall that this time the execution of a new instance of the protocol triggers the execution of
a past instance where the nodes had already achieved the consensus. This further execution is
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intended to achieve similar frequencies among different task groups. As for the single task -
single frequency, these performance of these two algorithms are not affected by the size of the
task groups.
Overlapping
0% 20% 30% 50%
Nodes in a
group
2 0.065 0.063 0.058 0.045
4 0.073 0.065 0.061 0.049
6 0.071 0.061 0.055 0.043
10 0.069 0.060 0.054 0.046
Table 5.2: Evaluation of variance in single task total frequency scenario
Overlapping
0% 20% 30% 50%
Nodes in a
group
2 0.065 0.041 0.030 0.021
4 0.073 0.050 0.036 0.019
6 0.071 0.046 0.028 0.015
10 0.069 0.040 0.023 0.016
Table 5.3: Evaluation of variance in entire network scenario
From the point of view of the distribution of the burden of executing the tasks in the
considered IoT scenario, the entire network approach is the one that allows for achieving the
best performance. However, it comes at the expenses of an increase in the energy consumed for
the execution of the consensus as the consensus in a task group triggers the execution of the
algorithm in groups that already reached an agreement.
5.2 Protocol for preserving Lifetime and QoS
The performance analysis focuses on two case studies: the first one is a simulated scenario; the
second one is a real scenario. To better understand the problem and to simplify the analysis a
scenario where the residual energy decreases very slowly than the convergence of protocol is
considered, so it’s possible to consider all terms as time independent.
5.2.1 Simulation Scenario
In this case study Matlab software is used to implement a framework to simulate the protocol
using broadcast communications among the nodes. The network topology has been created fol-
lowing a random geometric distribution and transmissions on the network are asynchronous.
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The broadcast communication entails that if i sends a packet, this is received by all neighbours,
which update their values. The simulation was run on 20 nodes (i.e.Nk = 20) in a random topol-
ogy. Nodes values are initialized as: Eresi (t), Ei,k, fi,k(t) with random values, the QoS request
Fk has a random value, too. It’s assumed that each node transmit 500 packets. By the simulation
the intention is to study the performance of the protocol in terms of convergence speed and er-
ror, considering a broadcast communication among nodes. Fig. 5.7 shows the protocol lifetime
convergence. Yellow points show the initial condition of network nodes. After 20 packets trans-
mitted on the network, each node has corrected its task frequency and tends to the convergence
(red points). Green points show the state of the nodes after 80 iterations. In the end, white points
show the final state of the node, after 500 iterations. At the end of the simulation the protocol
can be considered converged. In fact, in Fig. 5.7 white points are very near the ideal position
that is marked by the blue line. So by Fig. 5.7 is clear that as the number of exchanged packets
increases, nodes reach a better consensus and, in this case, the same lifetime.
From the QoS point of view, the percentage error with respect to the QoS constraint Fk is
analysed. Fig. 5.8 shows that the initial error is−25%, but before 50 packets are transmitted this
value decreases by 10%, and after 50 iterations a very low error value of about 5% is obtained.
So it’s possible, after a first transition time, to consider also the QoS constraint satisfied.
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Figure 5.7: Lifetime consensus
5.2.2 Real Scenario
The last experiment consists in the study of the protocol performance in a real scenario. The
analysis focuses on two case studies: the first one is a scenario with embedded systems; the
second one is a scenario with android smartphones. For each test firstly is illustrated the tools
used, then the results, to validate the performance of the proposed protocol, are analysed.
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Figure 5.8: QoS error
Embedded systems
In this experiment the tools used are the following:
• Development kit case provided by Telit Wireless Solutions. This kit is made
of ZigBee radio boards that are based on the CC2530 Chip with the Embedded
Telit Z-One ZigBee-PRO Stack. The antennas are external dipoles character-
ized by an omnidirectional pattern.
• The software Wireshark is used to inspect the packet content. To analyse the
performance of the network from the Wireshark output and to conduct net-
work discovery and commissioning, a specific tool named SRManager Tool
has been developed by Telit Wireless Solution in collaboration with our lab.
In this experiment, this tool has been used to set up the consensus protocol
experiments.
During the experiments three devices are used that communicated using the ZigBee stan-
dard on channel number 14 in the 2.4 GHz ISM frequency band and one device in sniffer mode
to capture the packets on the network is used. The type of communication is the gossip. This
modality entails that two nodes communicate to update their values, instead the broadcast when
each node communicate with all neighbours. To reduce communication overhead, the necessary
information inside are inserted on the overhead of the packets.
Fig. 5.9 shows the algorithm convergence in real scenario. As in the simulation discussed
in the previous subsection, nodes converge at consensus. A good consensus has been reached
after about 15 packets exchanged, corresponding to a mean of 5 update for node. From the error
point of view the initially error reaches peaks of 60% and−30%. Nevertheless, after 15 packets
are transmitted, this value decreases by ±20%, and eventually a very low error value of about
±3% is obtained.
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Figure 5.9: Convergence error in real scenario
Android systems
The last experiment consists in the study of the protocol performance in a real scenario with
android systems. This scenario is typical example of crowdsensing community. At the first
the area of interest is divided in cells i.e. example in Fig. 5.10), the devices in the same cell
participate at the same task and so they are clustered on the same VO.
 
Figure 5.10: Example of area of interest.
During the experiment each device has a random mobility pattern, so the environment is
very dynamic. Each device can change cell or can leave the area of interest or new device can
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enter in the area. It’s crucial the method used to update the position of each device and how
the other devices discover the change. In the experiment are used three methods: centralized
trigger, asynchronous trigger and decentralized trigger.
• Centralized trigger where a central server ping all devices each 60 sec and
updates their position.
• Asynchronous trigger where each device send a packet to the server to signal
if it changes the cell.
• Decentralized trigger where each device sends a packet at other devices, so
there isn’t a transit on server.
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Figure 5.11: Convergence of three experimented methods.
Fig. 5.11 shows the algorithm convergence in the discussed scenario. The peaks of errors
don’t exceed the ±20%. Centralized trigger solution converges slowly than the other two solu-
tions. Asynchronous trigger solution has less peaks than the other solutions. The decentralized
trigger solution has peaks quite attenuated than other solutions and the convergence is quick.
From the error point of view in terms of mean and variance the figure is unlikely readable, so
some results has been summarized in this table:
The table 5.4 shows that the case with centralized trigger has the greater value of variance
and the mean error. In fact analysing Fig. 5.11 this method presents the slower convergence.
Instead in the second and third cases the values of variance and mean error are similar and
smaller than the first method. The results are similar because if in the asynchronous trigger
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Method Mean Variance
Centralized trigger 5.27% 23.28%
Asynchronous trigger 4.52% 17.82%
Decentralized trigger 4.09% 16.28%
Table 5.4: Evaluation of error in three proposed methods.
solution has low peaks of error, the convergence is slower than the decentralized trigger solution.
Whereas the last solution has not more high peaks, but presents a lot of fluctuations around the
convergence value. After this comparative analysis, emerge that in all cases the mean error value
has a good result, it is lower than ±6%.
After the analysis of convergence, the energy aspect is evaluated. The three proposed meth-
ods have different impact on the energy consumption, because the number of transmission is
different. The energy consumed to transmit packets is the prevalent contribute on the energy
consumption, so in this analysis only the energy spent in transmission is evaluated. To simplify
the analysis is assumed that all devices communicate with the same protocol and the energy
consumed to transmit packets is proportional to the number of bit which form the packet.
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Figure 5.12: Analysis of energy consumption in centralized trigger solution.
Figs. 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14 show the trend of energy consumption for the three methods
proposed in this thesis. In all case the energy consumption increase according to the number
of sample required, this happened because some control information are packaged in the data
packet to minimize the overhead. So it’s clear that a high rate of sample required produces a
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Figure 5.13: Analysis of energy consumption in asynchronous trigger solution.
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Figure 5.14: Analysis of energy consumption in decentralized trigger solution.
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proportional control information. Analysing the Fig. 5.12, which shows the energy consumption
in the first method, also the devices that are not involved in the measure (i.e. 0 sample required)
consume energy for the control. This happened because the control is centralized and the server
sends a request at all devices each 60 sec. The analysis of the second and the third methods
are shown in Figs. 5.13 and 5.14. In these cases the energy consumed by devices which are
not involved in measure is negligible, a bit consume is caused by the change of position of
devices from active cell to inactive cell (i.e. 0 sample required). The most difference between
the methods is the order of size of energy consumed. In fact in the third case each device send
a packet control to all devices in the same cell, so the energy consumed dramatically increases.
The last analysis is a comparison between the mean error of convergence and the energy
consumed to the control.
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Figure 5.15: comparison between the mean error of convergence and the energy consumed to
the control.
Fig. 5.15 shows the compared analysis for the three proposed methods. The third method
has the high energy consumption, but it guarantees the best mean error. The first and the second
method are comparable in terms of energy consumption, but the method totally centralized has
an higher mean error than the asynchronous trigger.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Works
In this thesis, the problem of task allocation in the Internet of Things has been studied. The typ-
ical IoT scenario where applications require the collaboration of different nodes has been anal-
ysed. Accordingly, a middleware solution able to support the task allocation in an IoT scenario
have been defined. Algorithms proposed are intended to dynamically adapt the task allocation
among nodes to obtain an improvement of performance in the network.
In the first chapter 1 the thesis starts with a summary on the state of the art of the main
topic discussed during the rest of the document like the problem of the task allocation, the key
issues in the IoT scenario and the main characteristics of typical opportunistic scenarios. At the
end of chapter is discussed some IoT architecture proposed in literature and a taxonomy of IoT
application.
In chapter 2 the Middleware layer functionalities for IoT task allocation are discussed. The
importance to design a virtualization layer is introduced and the role of Virtual Object in this
layer is discussed. In the second part of this chapter is proposed a reference middleware oriented
to the problem of task allocation in the IoT. This layer is composed by two sublayers: the first
is a semantic layer which guarantees the interoperability and the second contains the modules
that achieve the management of resources.
Two protocols are presented in the chapters 3 and 4. Both protocols achieve a task alloca-
tion to reach a goal. In the first protocol the challenges faced in this chapter is the deployment
of distributed applications in the IoT in terms of cooperation among objects, with the aim of
distributing the burden of the execution of the application committed to the network, so that
resources are adequately exploited. At the first the problem has been modelled and after a con-
sensus algorithm is applied to reach the goal. At the end of chapter three different applications of
the consensus protocol are presented. The chapter 4has faced the challenge of the deployment of
distributed applications in the IoT in terms of cooperation among objects, with the aim to solve
the problem of resource allocation and management preserving the required QoS. In the first
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subsection has been presented the model that provide an agreement on task frequency among
nodes, instead in the second subsection is presented the solution, that is totally distributed and
based on a consensus algorithm.
Both proposed protocols are tested in simulated and real scenario. The chapter 5 presents
the performance analysis of the two protocols presented in this thesis. At the first the proto-
col for an homogeneous resources consumption has been analysed. The performance has been
evaluated considering the convergence of the algorithm within simulated and real scenarios and
such as the distribution of resource when different application are applied. During the simu-
lation, two type of communication paradigm are tested: broadcast and gossip. Instead in real
scenario are used tiny embedded systems.
Performance of protocol for preserving lifetime and QoS are analysed in the same chap-
ter. Also in this case the performance has been evaluated considering the convergence of the
algorithm within simulated and two real scenarios. The first real scenario is composed by tiny
embedded systems which use ZigBee protocol to communicate, the other scenario is composed
by smartphones equipped with android operative system. In the last use case analysed also the
impact of algorithm on the energy consumption is evaluated.
In light of the improvements presented throughout this work, the need for juice up the
discussion of the importance of task allocation in the IoT scenario. The study done so far has
led to the acquisition of the expertise required to widen the problem of task allocation from the
only energy consumption point of view to a new viewpoint oriented to improve also the quality
of information (QoI) without resources consumption. Future work will be focused on the study
of new cooperation algorithms that will evaluate also the quality of acquired data in order to
achieve optimal performance in terms of QoI. Last, but not least an improvement of QoI can
bring an improvement of the satisfaction of users who access at information, so it will be open
a new topic of Quality of Experience (QoE) in the IoT scenario.
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